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Background and scope of the research

“Conversational AI” is one of the key enablers of front-office automation. Businesses across the globe are realizing the importance of conversational AI solutions to serve customers across 
different channels and meet enterprise expectations, especially during peak demand, as well as support internal processes such as HR support, IT helpdesk, sales, F&A, and marketing. 
As we are slowly emerging into a post-pandemic world, the demand for self-service solutions such as conversational AI is expected to gather greater momentum. Increasing sophistication 
of technology, along with successful pilots in the past, are driving the popularity of these solutions in the market. 

“Conversational AI” is an ecosystem of advanced technologies and solutions that work in an integrated fashion by interacting with each other and sharing information across systems in a 
contact center environment. Conversational AI improves overall contact center efficiency, customer experience, and agent experience by leveraging technologies such as Intelligent Virtual 
Agents (IVA), agent-assist solutions, analytics & insights, and other automation solutions such as RPA. At the heart of any conversational AI offering are powerful Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Machine Learning (ML) capabilities. For the scope of this study, we are covering leading global technology vendors that offer these solutions on an independent licensing basis.

Scope of this report:

Geography Industry Services
Global Global Customer experience management 

services and service optimization 
technologies
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Summary of key messages (page 1 of 3)

Conversational AI synopsis
 Conversational AI is a technology suite that enables natural interactions driven by conversational 

intelligence between human and computers and is often used in conjunction with Intelligent 
Virtual Agents (IVA). It combines Natural Language Processing (NLP) capabilities with traditional 
software such as chatbots, voice assistants, or an Interactive Voice Response (IVR)  to 
communicate with customers through either a spoken or typed interface

 Conversational AI offers advanced capabilities such as understanding human dialog, iteratively 
improving itself from previous conversations, performing complex tasks, and providing a 
personalized experience to customers

 The use cases of conversational AI go beyond customer service, into areas such as HR support, 
IT helpdesk, sales, marketing, and supply chain / procurement

Conversational AI market overview and adoption trends
 The conversational AI market was estimated to be around US$700-$750 million in 2020. Its 

adoption slowed down slightly in H1 but subsequently picked up in the second half of the year 
and will continue to grow in the next 12-18 months

 BFSI and telecom are the leading adopters with more than 50% share of the market, and they 
continue to exhibit strong growth. Technology, government, and healthcare observed the highest 
growth in the last 12 months

 North America leads the overall adoption of conversational AI solutions, given the high maturity 
of the contact center market in the region; however, other major geographies, such as the United 
Kingdom, Asia Pacific, and Latin America, are experiencing stronger growth

 Chat continues to be an established medium of communication for conversational AIs; however, 
the voice channel is growing at a much faster rate

 Although large buyers account for the bulk of conversational AI adoption, small and mid-sized 
buyers are rapidly picking up their pace of adoption

Conversational AI vendor market size
Revenue in US$ million

380-430
530-580

700-750

1,400-1,500

2018 2019 2020E 2022E

35-40%

28-33%

40-45%

Understand need
Fulfill request

Provide 
analytics

Receive 
request

Dialog 
management

Post call 
monitoring

Actual growth rate Expected CAGR
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Summary of key messages (page 2 of 3)

Buyer expectations
 Buyers have shown high satisfaction with their conversational AI vendors on overall 

performance; however, there is scope for them to improve on certain subdimensions such as 
achieving faster RoI and enhancing revenue

 Conversational AI vendors need to focus on pre-built domain-specific intent libraries, as well as 
on the platform’s ability to provide better insights on operational, customer, and agent analytics

 Vendors can also improve on their vision & product roadmap as there seems to be a large 
variance in the performance in this criteria between the top players and the rest of the market

 Most buyers called out product features and capabilities as an area of improvement for vendors, 
depicting the gap between buyer expectations and the current state of solutions in the market

 Customer success & support is an important dimension for buyers, and has been highlighted as 
both a strength and an area of improvement for technology vendors

Conversational AI solution characteristics
 Enterprises can opt for off-the-shelf, platform-based, or customized solutions, depending on their 

requirements
 The majority of vendors have processes as well as industry-specific pretrained intents to enable 

faster deployments. BFSI, retail, and telecom are the most common industries for which vendors 
have already pre-built intents in place

 Hybrid cloud deployments, which provide seamless data exchange between the cloud platform 
and on-premise applications, have grown considerably in demand

 Vendors have invested in building a partner ecosystem, which not only helps vendors in 
extending the capabilities/integrations of their product, but also ensures that their focus is more 
on building their core product and less on providing professional services 

 Conversational AI vendors mostly leverage a usage-based pricing model, wherein clients are 
charged based on the number of interactions; the outcome-based model is gradually gaining 
prominence

Top three strengths

Customer 
success & 

support 
services

70%
Implementation 

& integration

40%
Product 

development

37%

Top three areas of improvement

Product 
features and 

capability

38%
Customer 
success & 

support 
services

33%
Vision and 
roadmap

21%

Go-to-market 
strategy

1

Product 
training

2

Partner ecosystem3

Omnichannel 
support

4

Commercial model5

Technology 
trends
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Summary of key messages (page 3 of 3)

Barriers, best practices, and future outlook
 Barriers: legacy system friction, scarce training data, security & privacy, expectations mismatch, 

and cost of implementation and time to RoI
 Best practices: identifying the right use cases, change management, iterative conversational 

flow development, experience in creating the right user experience in specific industries/use 
cases, and availability of data and APIs

 Future outlook:
– The market experienced some acquisitions in last 12-18 months. Going forward, more such 

acquisitions are expected to take place by service providers and technology vendors to 
expand their capability and offerings

– Agent-assist solutions are increasingly being adopted by contact centers and are expected to 
become mainstream as more agents continue to work remotely

– With the help of advanced analytics, conversational AI will be able to profile customers based 
on interactions data to predict their behavior

Conversational AI vendor landscape
 Amelia and [24]7.ai are amongst the largest players across most of the leading industries; 

Avaamo and Kore.ai are the other leading players across many industries
 Amelia and Laiye are the leading players across major processes including customer support 

and IT helpdesk, which account for most of the market revenue
 Amelia and Kore.ai are among the leading players across all geographies, while Avaamo is 

among the leading players in three geographies
 Conversational AI vendors are investing to improve their technology capabilities, increase 

geographical footprint, and expand their partner ecosystem
 Vendors invest most of their talent in product development, followed by support services and 

sales reinstating the growing importance of pre and post sales support to help clients realize 
maximum benefits

North America

Asia Pacific

United Kingdom, Continental Europe, 
and Middle East & Africa

Latin America

Identifying 
the use 
cases

Iterative 
conversational 

flow 
development

Data and API 
availability

Change 
management

Experience in 
specific 

industries / 
use cases

Experience in 
creating the 
right user 

experience
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This study offers seven distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of the 
conversational AI market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Market Overview Market size and adoption trends

Solution characteristics Technology vendor landscape

100%

65%

50%
45%

40%
30% 30%

25%

English Latam
languages

West Europe
languages

Chinese Other
European
languages

Indian
languages

South Asian
languages

African
languages

Language groups supported by vendors
Percentage of vendors

56%
50%

26%
28%

18% 23%

2019 2020

Large buyers

Mid-sized buyers

Small buyers

Adoption of conversational AI by buyer size
Percentage split of revenue; US$ million

Resellers Consulting/
implementation partners

Training partners

71% 36% 12%

Distribution of services partners by scope of partnership
Percentage of partners

QA & testing
6% Product 

development

37%

Sales
17%

Others*
19%

Support services (such as 
training and implementation)23%

Distribution of conversational AI vendor FTEs by type of work
Percentage of FTEs
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Research calendar
Service Optimization Technologies (SOT)

PlannedPublished Current release
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used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors, and Everest Group disclaims liability for any actions or decisions not to act that are taken as a result of any material in this publication.
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